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© Method and system for moving target detection, and vehicle incorporating same.

^57) A method of sensing a moving target using a plurality of 
transceivers, each transceiver being configured to transmit 
PMCW transmit signals via a respective antenna and to 
receive via the antenna reflection signals following 
reflection from the target. The PMCW transmit signals are 
cyclic whereby, during each outer code cycle, a transmit 
signal is transmitted by each transceiver with a respective 
inner code. The method comprises, for each transceiver, 
for each outer code cycle including a current outer code 
cycle, transmitting first transmit signals embodying a first 
outer code and a first inner code and receiving 
corresponding first reflection signals, switching from the 
first outer code to a second outer code and during a 
second outer code cycle, subsequent to the current outer 
code cycle, transmitting second transmit signals 
embodying the second outer code and a second inner 
code and receiving corresponding second reflection signals 
The method further comprises receiving the reflection 
signals for all transceivers including the first reflection 
signals and the second reflection signals. The received 
reflection signals are processed to determine the 
presence, range and/or dimensions of a target within a 
field of view of the antennas. The outer codes may be 
switched randomly or according to a predetermined 
protocol. The method according to claim 1, wherein for a 
first transceiver and a second transceiver that are co
located or quasi co-located in units of a predetermined 
range resolution for the method, a shifted inner code used 
during operation of the second transceiver is mutually 
shifted with respect to an unshifted inner code used 
during operation of the first transceiver. A corresponding 
target detection system and a vehicle are also disclosed.
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Method and system for moving target detection, 

and vehicle incorporating same

Technical field

[0001] The present invention generally relates to multiple input, multiple output, 

ΜΙΜΟ radar based object detection, in particular moving target detection using 

phase modulated continuous wave (PMCW) signals. The invention finds use in 

short range radar (SRR) systems, e.g. for use in an automotive applications. In 

embodiments, the present invention relates to a method and system for moving 

target detection, and to a vehicle incorporating same.

Background of the Invention

[0002] In order to gain a maximum information (e.g. through multiple input, 

multiple output, ΜΙΜΟ) about the scene around the vehicle, future automotive 

radar systems will operate with numerous devices (transceivers) spread over the 

vehicle and/or that are co-located. In order to be able to process different signals, 

a form of orthogonality of the different codes transmitted by the transceivers is 

necessary. This can for instance be achieved by switching on and off the particular 

devices (time multiplexing). The orthogonality in this case is simply guaranteed by 

the fact that exactly one code is propagating through the environment in some 

fixed time period. However, this method has some obvious drawbacks - the dwell 

time of the underlying processing increases and this increase scales in linear way 

with the number of transmitters. This means that the resulting information gives 

more and more coarse time snap shots of the scenarios as the number of devices 

increase. This bears the risk that important details are detected too late or are 

even missed.

[0003] Another possibility to achieve orthogonality is to choose orthogonal codes, 

for instance non-overlapping frequencies or orthogonal phase codes, for example 

where there is orthogonality by means of the so called outer coding in phase 

modulated continuous wave radar system (PMCW). The principle of the outer 

coding in PMCW can be explained by means of the binary phase modulated 

codes, the mathematical principles of which discussed in more detail herein below. 
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[0004] However, a problem is that this outer coding principle degenerates in the 

case of targets with high relative velocities. This issue can lead to ghost targets. 

That is, where an outer coding is used to achieve orthogonality between signals 

transmitted from different antennas, as this outer coding relies on cancellation of 

inner code signals during the accumulation phase, the orthogonality degenerates 

for echoes from targets with high relative velocity. This issue is in particular critical 

for certain outer code combinations, which might be unavoidable if the involved 

number of signals is large. This effect can lead to ghost targets.

[0005] EP 3 004918A1 discloses a radar system for transmitting a FMCW radar 

sensor signal encompassing a series of frequency modulation ramps and phase- 

modulated with a first code sequence orthogonal to a respective other code 

sequence with which a time-synchronized transmitted signal of another FMCW 

radar sensor is phase-modulated; the radar echoes are phase-demodulated with a 

code sequence correlating with the first code sequence; and a distance and/or a 

relative speed of a localized object is identified from a Fourier analysis frequency 

spectrum, in a first dimension over sampled radar echo values of a frequency 

modulation ramp, and in a second dimension over the phase-demodulated 

sequence of radar echoes of the ramps of the transmitted signal; and a vehicle 

fleet radar system having an FMCW radar sensor in which a code set satisfying a 

code set orthogonality condition with a code set of a radar sensor of another 

vehicle is used for phase modulation/demodulation.

Object of the invention

[0006] A problem addressed by the present invention is how to provide an 

effective moving target detection method and system that does not degenerate in 

case of targets with high relative velocities and/or generate ghost targets.

General Description of the Invention

[0007] In order to overcome the abovementioned problems, the present invention 

provides a method of sensing a moving target using a plurality of transceivers, 

each transceiver being configured to transmit PMCW transmit signals via a 

respective antenna and to receive via an antenna(s) reflection signals following 

reflection from the target, the PMCW transmit signals being cyclic whereby, during 

each outer code cycle, a transmit signal is transmitted by each transceiver with a 
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respective inner code, the method comprising: for each transceiver, for each outer 

code cycle including a current outer code cycle, transmitting first transmit signals 

embodying a first outer code and a first inner code and receiving corresponding 

first reflection signals; switching from the first outer code to a second outer code; 

and during a second outer code cycle, subsequent to the current outer code cycle, 

transmitting second transmit signals embodying the second outer code and a 

second inner code and receiving corresponding second reflection signals; 

receiving the reflection signals for all transceivers including the first reflection 

signals and the second reflection signals; and processing the received reflection 

signals to determine the presence, range and/or dimensions of a target within a 

field of view of the antennas.

[0008] Preferably, for a first transceiver and a second transceiver that are co

located or quasi co-located in units of a predetermined range resolution for the 

method, a shifted inner code used during operation of the second transceiver is 

mutually shifted with respect to an unshifted inner code used during operation of 

the first transceiver. Preferably, generation of the shifted inner code implemented 

by a systematic mutual time delay of the transmitted inner codes for transceivers 

that are quasi at the same location. Preferably, the shifted inner code is given by 

Ck(Z) = IC(mod(l + k,L)) , where IC is the unshifted inner code and L is the length 

of the inner code IC.

[0009] Preferably, the plurality of transceivers comprises M transmitters 

TXlt..., TXM and the outer codes OC1,..., OCM each have length Μ.

[0010] Preferably, switching, for each transceiver, from the first outer code to a 

second outer code comprises switching the outer code that is transmitted by the 

single transceiver TXj,j = Ι,.,.,Μ in a way such that no two transceivers operate 

with the same outer code in one outer code cycle.

[0011] In one embodiment, switching, for each transceiver, from the first outer 

code to a second outer code comprises switching the outer code according to a 

predetermined protocol.

[0012] In another embodiment, switching, for each transceiver, from the first outer 

code to a second outer code comprises randomly switching the outer codes.
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[0013] In one embodiment, the first inner code and the second inner code are the 

same.

[0014] In another embodiment, the first inner code and the second inner code are 

different.

[0015] In one embodiment, the inner codes for all transceivers are different.

[0016] In one embodiment, the PMCW transmit signals transmitted by the 

plurality of transceivers are multiplexed.

[0017] According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a detection 

system for sensing a moving target, the system comprising: a plurality of 

transceivers, each transceiver being configured to transmit PMCW transmit signals 

via a respective antenna and to receive via the antenna reflection signals following 

reflection from the target, the PMCW transmit signals being cyclic whereby, during 

each outer code cycle, a transmit signal is transmitted by each transceiver with a 

respective inner code; and processing circuitry, the processing circuitry being 

coupled to each of the transceivers and being configured to perform the method of 

any of claims 1 to 12 of the appended claims, or according to any of the particular 

embodiments described herein.

[0018] According to another aspect of the invention, there is provided a vehicle 

comprising a detection system with a plurality of transceivers, each transceiver 

being configured to transmit PMCW transmit signals via a respective antenna and 

to receive via the antenna reflection signals following reflection from the target, the 

PMCW transmit signals being cyclic whereby, during each outer code cycle, a 

transmit signal is transmitted by each transceiver with a respective inner code; and 

processing circuitry, the processing circuitry being coupled to each of the 

transceivers and being configured to perform the method according to any of the 

embodiments described above.

[0019] In one embodiment, considering for instance the family of Walsh- 

Hadamard codes, one observes that the most outer code combinations (encoding

decoding sequence pair) are uncritical in a sense that orthogonality is robust 

towards targets with high relative velocity. However, the critical combinations are 

not avoidable as soon as the number of signals has a certain quantity (about >15). 

But overall, that the average orthogonality for the codes is good. The present 
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invention operates to benefit from the good average properties by switching the 

outer code in a systematic or random way after each outer coding cycle. In 

addition, for the case of co-located devises it is proposed to introduce a mutual 

shift of the inner codes which is necessary to make the latter method work for this 

case (in other words, a mutual distance is mimicked).

[0020] In embodiments, the outer codes are mutually switched between the 

different transmitters. In this way the average orthogonality (ghost target 

cancellation) over all codes can be achieved. The average orthogonality might be 

much better than in the severe cases.

[0021] In embodiments, in order to mimic a mutual distance of co-located 

transmitters, a delay of the inner codes is used. The mutual distance is necessary 

to achieve the average orthogonality by switching outer codes.

[0022] Advantages of the invention, at least in embodiments, include the 

following: robust orthogonality towards Doppler shift in large ΜΙΜΟ radar systems; 

systematic or random switching of outer codes; and Mutual delay of inner coding 

-> mimic distance for transmitters that are collocated.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0023] Further details and advantages of the present invention will be apparent 

from the following detailed description of not limiting embodiments with reference 

to the attached drawing, wherein:

Figure 1 illustrates a fast time code with M accumulations, equal to outer code 

(OC) length, according to known outer coding techniques;

Figure 2 graphically represents the transmitted fast time codes for M 

transmitters, according to known outer coding techniques;

Figures 3 to 5 show histograms of n(j, k) for Walsh-Hadamard code length 32, 64 

and 128, according to known outer coding techniques;

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of a detection system 2 for sensing a moving 

target, according to an embodiment of the invention.

Figure 7 illustrates techniques for switching of outer codes after each outer code 

cycle (fast time processing) according to embodiments of the invention;
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[0024] Figure 8 is a flow chart illustrating the generation of code(s) at some 

algorithm iteration k at some Tx/Rx device (i.e some channel 4-/) , using a fixed 

inner code;

[0025] Figure 9 is a flow chart illustrating the generation of code(s) at some 

algorithm iteration k at some Tx/Rx device (i.e some channel 4-/), using a non

fixed inner code;

[0026] Figure 10 is a flow chart illustrating the generation of code(s) at some 

algorithm iteration k at some Tx/Rx device (i.e. some channel 4-/), using a fixed 

and delayed inner code; and

Figures 11 to 17 show plots of amplitude vs range (PMCW distance plot) for 

various code lengths, coding configurations and switching methods, including 

techniques according to embodiments of the invention

Description of Preferred Embodiments

[0027] In the following, like numerals will be used to indicate like elements.

1. Introduction

[0028] While the present invention is described in the context of automotive 

applications, the techniques described herein can be applied in any sensing 

system to detect moving targets, that transmits and receives certain signals that 

have a phase and that consists of several input/output channels.

2. Mathematical principles

[0029] In this section, the mathematical principles underlying the present 

invention will be described.

[0030] Figure 1 illustrates a fast time code with M accumulations, here equal to 

outer code (OC) length. Let IC be the binary inner code of length L, i.e. the code 

applied for range detection by means of correlation, and OC1( mutually

orthogonal binary outer codes of length Μ. Then the fast time processing can be 

represented graphically as shown in Fig. 1.

[0031] In the same way, for M transmitters, the transmitted fast time codes can 

be graphically represented as shown in Fig. 2.
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[0032] The signal transmitted with outer code OCj and with a delay τχ that results 

in range bin corresponding to delay r2 is written

M M

D(J, ),τ1,τ2) = ^corr(IC ■ OCjQ),!:-^) ■ OCj(l) = corr(lC, t1( t2) · (OCj(l))2

1 = 1 1=1

[0033] When the same signal is decoded with respect to a general outer code 

0Ck then

M

D(j,k,T1,T2) = ^εοΓΓ(Ι0,τΎ,τ2) ■ OCk(l) ■ OCj(l)

1 = 1

(Equation 1: Decoded fast time signal, static targets).

[0034] Here corr(c, τ1: τ2) denotes the autocorrelation of a code c delayed (and 

circular shifted) by τΎ and τ2 , respectively. In case that τΎ Ψ τ2 the inner code 

gives οοττ(\0,τχ,τ^) « 0 under the assumption of good autocorrelation properties, 

and this yields D(j, k, τ1;τ2) ~ 0. In case = τ2 but k Ψ j the orthogonality OCk 

and OCj gives Dtj.k,^,^) ~ o. Therefore, as desired, Dfj.k,^,^) gives a 

significant peak only for j = k,ri = τ2.

[0035] However, the given reasoning only holds with limitations in case of moving 

targets. In this case, the Doppler phase shift has to be included in Equation 1. For 

a target with relative velocity v the fast time decoding results can be estimated as 

follows

M
D(j, k, Τχ, t2, v) ~ corr(lC, Tr, τ2) ■ OCk(l) ■ 0Cj(l) · exp (4 m I L c(L) £) 

i=i

(Equation 2: Decoded fast time signal, moving targets included.)

where λ is the wavelength and L is the inner code length with corresponding chip 

duration c(L).

[0036] For j k,rr — τ2 the orthogonality of the outer code degenerates with 

increasing velocity. This effect is most critical for long experts of the outer codes 

where 0Ck(l) · OCj(l) has constant sign, for instance OCk = [1... 1,-1...-1], 

OCj = [11 ...1]. In these cases, the phase shift is most significant, provided it did 

not trace out the full circle. For Walsh-Hadamard codes, the most severe cases 
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occur for instance in the decoding D [1,-+Ι,τ,τ,ν) for large v since 

Ci = 1, 0Cm+1(Z) = 1 for I < γ and OC«+1(Z) = -1 for Z >

[0037] For Walsh-Hadamard outer coding of length M the following cancellation, 

compared to ideal decoding, applies in the most severe combination of outer 

codes:

1
2

in dB (power).

[0038] In general, for encoding with 0Ck and decoding with OC, the maximum 

length of constant sign of OCk(Z) · OQ(Z) defines a crucial parameter. In fact, it is 

not the maximum length of constant sign but the following closely related 

parameter:

n(/,k) ■= le^m}he^inm}(lZ - hi : OC/Z) · OCk(Z) + OCjQi) ■ 0Ck(K)}

(Equation 3: Crucial parameter for cancellation loss for two outer codes).

[0039] The cancellation (in dB (power)) compared to ideal decoding then can be 

assessed by:

q(v,L,n(j,k) ):= 20 · log10
1
2

(Equation 4: Cancellation by outer coding with respect to ideal decoding).

3. Quantitative figures for outer coding target suppression

[0040] In this section, quantitative values for the cancellation = q(v,L,n(j,k) ) in 

Equation 4 are given. Further, the crucial parameter n(j,k) for Walsh-Hadamard 

codes of certain length is given.
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Table 1. Cancellation for L=1000 code length, chip duration c(L) =0.5 ns and most critical

Length Hadamard
'velocity [m/s]'

Length Hadamard 
outer code' 'cancellation dB''velocity I m/s]' outer code' 'cancellation dB'

5 4 -41.65277342 5 32 -23.59720817

10 4 -35.63247035 10 32 -17.59561964
15 4 -32.11113991 15 32 •14.10551717
20 4 -29.61305784 20 32 -11.65123244

30 4 -26.0932118 30 32 -8.257028704

40 4 -23.59720817 40 32 -5.938206074
5 8 -35.63247035 5 64 -17.59561964

10 8 -29.61305784 10 64 -IL 65123244
15 8 -26.0932118 15 64 -8.257028704

20 8 -23.59720817 20 64 -5 938206074

30 8 -20.08330237

40 8 -17.59561964

5 16 -29.61305784 5 128 -11.65123244

10 16 -23.59720817 10 128 -5.938206074
15 16 -20.08330237 15 128 -2.939081102
20 16 -17.59561964

30 16 -14.10551717
40 16 -11.65123244

combination of Walsh-Hadamard outer codes with the specified outer code length 

[0041] Table 1 shows that, in the worst case outer code combination, the target 

cancellation is not sufficient for long outer coding sequences and higher velocities.

[0042] The inventors have discovered that the critical parameter is 

n(j, k) (Equation 3), and hence the outer coding performance overall sequences 

depends on the distribution of this parameter.

[0043] Figures 3 to 5 show histograms of n(j, k) for Walsh-Hadamard code length 

32 64 and 128. The histograms of Figs 3 to 5 show that the number of critical 

sequences from the perspective of a fixed decoding sequence is actually very low, 

even for Walsh-Hadamard codes of length 64 and 128.

[0044] The inventors have discovered that, due to the structure of the Walsh- 

Hadamard codes, the distribution of n(l, k),..., n(M, k) is equal for all k = 1,..., Μ.

[0045] The average code length of constant sign is, in accordance with the 

histograms of Figs 3 to 5, very low (2.5, 3, 3.5 for Walsh-Hadamard code length 

32, 64, 128 respectively). The average cancellation is hence significantly better 

compared to the worst case (c.f. Table 1. Cancellation for L=1000 code length, 

chip duration c(L) =0.5 ns and most critical combination of Walsh-Hadamard outer 
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codes with the specified outer code length) as shown in the following table (Table 

2):

Table 2: Average cancellation forL=1000 code length, chip duration c(L)=0.5 ns. Average 
taken over all available Walsh-Hadamard codes of the respective length.

‘velocity [m/s]'

Length Hadamard 

outer code' 'cancellation dB1
5 32 -39.71462882

10 32 -33.69449272
15 32 -30.17344059
20 32 -27.67574817

30 32 -24.1570156
40 32 -21.66257127

5 64 -38.13107193

10 64 -32.11113991
15 64 -28.59042794

20 64 -26.0932118
30 64 -22.57584035
40 64 -20.08330237

5 128 -36.79221653
10 128 -30.77252571
15 128 -27.25221576
20 128 -24.75556254
30 128 -21.23979997

40 128 -18.74951573

4. Improving cancellation by switching outer codes

[0046] Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of a detection system 2 for sensing a 

moving target, according to an embodiment of the invention. It will be appreciated 

that such system may be implemented using conventional computing machinery, 

incorporating components such as processing circuitry, volatile and non-volatile 

memory, clocks, oscillators, and interfaces, as well as suitable software (modules) 

executing the algorithms described herein, as is known to persons skilled in the 

art. Where appropriate, elements in Fig. 6 are implemented using such 

components, and certain elements/components are omitted, for the purpose of 

illustration.

[0047] The detection system 2 is a ΜΙΜΟ system comprising a plurality (1, 2...M) 

of channels, collectively designated 4, of which a first channel 4-1 and a last 

channel 4-M are shown. On channel 4-1, a first inner code generator 6-1 receives 

at a first IC input 8-1 a first base signal and applies to it an inner code (used for 

ranging) to produce a first intermediate signal; and the latter is received at a first 
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OC input 10-1 of an outer code generator 12-1 and an outer code applied to the 

first intermediate signal to produce a transmit signal that is transmitted via first 

transmitter 14-1.

[0048] First receive signals (i.e. RF signals, including components reflected from 

a target object) are received at first receiver 16-1 and supplied to a first inner code 

correlator 18-1 which performs a first IC correlation operation to generate a first 

inner code correlated signal; and the latter is output on a first IC output 20-1 and 

received by a first outer code correlator 22-1, where a first OC correlation 

operation is performed to generate a first correlated output signal at first OC output 

24-1.

[0049] On each further channel 4, corresponding generators, transmitters and 

receivers are used on corresponding, base, intermediate, transmit and receive 

signals. Thus, finally, on channel 4-M, the corresponding elements are arranged 

and function per the preceding two paragraphs, with the designator “-1” replaced 

for the corresponding element by “-M”.

[0050] The histograms in Figs 3 to 5 suggest that it should be possible to find 

enough sequences that guarantee a good mutual cancellation for a fixed decoding 

sequence. However, one has to take into account that the critical sequences are 

different for different outer codes applied for decoding. In other words, the peaks 

of n(J, k\ n(l, k) as a function of k have different locations for j ψ I.

[0051] The inventors have discovered that it is however possible to benefit from 

the good cancellation properties in the average (c.f. Table 2). In one embodiment, 

the approach is to mutually switch the outer codes after each fast time processing, 

or after each outer code cycle.

[0052] Figure 7 illustrates techniques for switching of outer codes after each 

outer code cycle (fast time processing) according to embodiments of the invention.

[0053] In the embodiment of Fig. 7, k(j, i) e {1,..., M] have to be chosen in a way 

that kQi.ii) * k(j2, i2) for Λ Ψ j2 and ir = i2 or = j2 and ir ψ i2. However, in 

alternative embodiments, it is ensured that only one transmitter operates with the 

same outer code in a fixed outer coding cycle.

[0054] In embodiments, this mitigation technique can however only work if the 

transmitters have a certain mutual distance (about range bin length). This is clear 
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from the following consideration: if all transmitters are at quasi the same location, 

the receiver will see a large ghost target in each fast time step, each of which 

might be implied by signals transmitted from different transmitters but occur at the 

same location. In this way, these large ghost targets will also appear in the final 

range Doppler plane. The inventors have discovered that this issue can be 

overcome by implementing a systematic mutual time delay of the transmitted inner 

codes for transmitters that are quasi at the same location. In this way, the ghost 

targets arising in the different fast time steps will not be located in the same range 

bin and hence will be suppressed in the final range Doppler plane. In other words, 

this technique mimics a mutual distance between the transmitters.

[0055] According to embodiments of the invention, an algorithm implementing the 

invention can be summarised as follows.

[0056] Assuming a system operating with M transmitters TXi,...,TXM and outer 

codes 0C1( each of which as length Μ. It is further assumed that all

transmitters use the same inner code IC. (In the present disclosure, where the 

context requires, the terms “transmitter” and “transceiver” are used 

interchangeably.)

[0057] After each outer coding cycle (inner code is transmitted M times) change 

the outer code that is transmitted by the single TXj.j = 1,..., M in a way that no two 

transmitter apply the same outer code in one outer code cycle.

[0058] In addition, for the transmitters that are located at quasi the same place (in 

units of range resolution of the system) the corresponding transmitters operate 

with mutually shifted inner codes Ck , defined by ICk(l) = IC(mod(J + k,L)') with 

L the length of the inner code IC.

[0059] Figure 8 is a flow chart illustrating the generation of code(s) at some 

algorithm iteration k at some Tx/Rx device (i.e. some channel 4-/) using a fixed 

inner code. Received as inputs are a (base) RF signal 82 and, in this embodiment, 

a fixed inner code 84. At step s2, the received inner code ICj is applied to the 

(base) RF signal 82, e.g. at a respective inner code generator 6-/ (see Fig. 6). 

Then (step s4), it is determined whether an outer code cycle has finished, i.e. a 

new outer code cycle is being entered. If so, a new outer code is set at step s6, 

thus providing current outer code OC(j, k) 86; and the latter is supplied as input to 
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the subsequent step (s8) at which the current outer code OC(j, k) is applied to the 

signal. Steps s4 to s8 may be performed, for example, at a respective outer code 

generator 12-/. Thereafter, the derived encoded signal (transmit signal) is 

transmitted by respective transmitter 14-j at step s10.

[0060] Figure 9 is a flow chart illustrating the generation of code(s) at some 

algorithm iteration k at some Tx/Rx device (i.e. some channel 4-/), using a non

fixed inner code. At step s1, e.g. at a respective outer code generator 12-/, a new 

outer code OC(j, k) is set. This causes, e.g. at a respective inner code generator 

6-/ (see Fig. 6), the updating of the inner code to produce a current inner code 

(/C(/)) 84·.

[0061] Received as inputs are a (base) RF signal 82 and, in this embodiment, the 

current inner code (IC(/)) 84’. At step s2, the received current inner code (/0(/)) 84’ 

is applied to the (base) RF signal 82, e.g. at a respective inner code generator 6-/ 

(see Fig. 6). Then (step s4), it is determined whether an outer code cycle has 

finished, i.e. a new outer code cycle is being entered. If so, a new outer code is set 

at step s6, thus providing current outer code OC(j, k) 86; and the latter is supplied 

as input to the subsequent step (s8) at which the current outer code OC(j, k) is 

applied to the signal. Steps s4 to s8 may be performed, for example, at a 

respective outer code generator 12-/. Thereafter, the derived encoded signal 

(transmit signal) is transmitted by respective transmitter 14-/ at step s10.

[0062] Figure 10 is a flow chart illustrating the generation of code(s) at some 

algorithm iteration k at some Tx/Rx device (i.e. some channel 4-j), using a fixed 

and delayed inner code. Received as inputs are a (base) RF signal 82 and, in this 

embodiment, a fixed inner code 84. At step s2, the received inner code ICj is 

applied to the (base) RF signal 82, e.g. at a respective inner code generator 6-/ 

(see Fig. 6).

[0063] Next, at step s3, a fixed delay r(/) 85 is received as input and applied, e.g. 

at the respective inner code generator 6-/, to an intermediate signal resulting from 

the application of the inner code ICj to the (base) RF signal 82.

[0064] Then (step s4), it is determined whether an outer code cycle has finished, 

i.e. a new outer code cycle is being entered. If so, a new outer code is set at step 

s6, thus providing current outer code OC(j, k) 86; and the latter is supplied as input 
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to the subsequent step (s8) at which the current outer code OC(j, k) is applied to 

the signal. Steps s4 to s8 may be performed, for example, at a respective outer 

code generator 12-/. Thereafter, the derived encoded signal (transmit signal) is 

transmitted by respective transmitter 14-/ at step s10.

[0065] It will be appreciated by persons skilled in the art that the above 

assumptions/configurations regarding the number of transmitters (transceivers), 

code lengths, etc. may be diverged from, where appropriate.

[0066] The techniques according to embodiments of the invention can be applied 

in various ways. For example, the code switching may be combined with time 

multiplexing of the transmitted transceiver signals. Such combining of the above 

method with methods like time-multiplexing may be useful in very large ΜΙΜΟ 

settings (many Tx/Rx devices). However, in that case, the techniques according to 

embodiments of the invention may not be sufficient to suppress the spillover, at 

least to the same extent. The implementation may be as follows: the entirety of 

Tx/Rx devices are divided into several sub-packages that operate at distinct times, 

each of which applies the techniques according to embodiments of the invention of 

switching inner codes.

[0067] Alternatively or additionally, the aforementioned techniques may be 

combined with different inner coding. The use of different inner codes can be 

beneficial for the same reason and the potential implementation may be as 

follows: the entirety of Tx/Rx devices are divided into several sub-packages that 

operate with different inner codes, where each package applies the proposed 

approach to switch inner codes.

[0068] The efficiency of the techniques according to embodiments of the 

invention is demonstrated by simulations discussed in the following section 

(“Simulation results”).

5. Simulation results
[0069] The simulation results set out below show how the technique described in 

the previous section work in a simple setting, for the purpose of illustration.

[0070] The following simplifications have been applied in the inventors’ 

simulations:

Very low spillover: -100 dB
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Low noise figure: 0 dB.

[0071] For Walsh-Hadamard codes the following notion is applied: The Walsh- 

Hadamard code in the k-th row of the Walsh-Hadamard matrix of size η x n is 

denoted by H(n,k).

[0072] Simulation setup: The system is located at the origin. The decoding of the 

range plots shown in the Figures is carried out with respect to outer code 

constantly equal 1 (first Walsh-Hadamard code).

[0073] The target configuration is illustrated in the following table (Table 3):

Table 3 Target configuration

TargetID T1 T2 T3
InitialPosition [5;0;0] [10;0;0] [15;0;0]
Velocity m/s 10 7 5

[0074] Figures 7 to 13 show plots of amplitude vs range (PMCW distance plot) for 

various code lengths, coding configurations and switching methods.

[0075] Figure 7 illustrates the usual setting - decoding and encoding with same 

outer code, Walsh-Hadamard code length 128.

[0076] Figure 8 illustrates the worst case - decoding with H(128,1 ) and encoding 

with H(128,65).

[0077] However, the application of the outer code switching in accordance with 

embodiments of the invention can significantly improve the cancellation:

[0078] Figure 9 illustrates decoding with H(128,1) and switching outer codes in 

encoding. The above simulation results (Figs 7 to 9) show the results when only 

one transmitter is active; hence only the average cancellation for one transmitter is 

demonstrated therein. The interplay of different transmitters also with mutually 

time delay of the transmitted code, as it is described in the previous section, is 

shown in the subsequent figures for the case of Walsh-Hadamard outer codes of 

length 32.

[0079] The first two simulations (Fig. 1 and 11 ) show the case of usual decoding 

with only one system and the most critical loss of cancellation for one system 

operating with a critical outer code and without any mitigation technique.
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[0080] The target configuration in the following simulations are given in Table 4:

Table 4

TargetID T1 T2 T3
InitialPosition [5;0;0] [10;0;0] [15;0;0]
Velocity m/s 40 20 10

[0081] In Fig. 1, the system is located at the origin. The decoding of the range 

plots shown is carried out with respect to an outer code constantly equal to 1. Only 

own signal (-> H(32,1)) is transmitted.

[0082] In Fig. 2, the system is located at the origin. The decoding of the range 

plots shown is carried out with respect to an outer code constantly equal to 1 

(H(32,1)). Only the signal with outer coding 1-1(32,17) is transmitted, leading to 

ghost targets due to loss in cancellation.

[0083] In the following embodiment, simulation in the case of 31 transmitters 

located at one place (here, the origin) is considered. All systems operate with 

different outer codes (H(32,2)...H(32,32)) orthogonal to the decoding outer code 

(H(32,1)). Hence, in the ideal scenario, no target would be visible. In the first 

simulation (Figure 12), only the outer codes are mutually changed, while in the 

second plot (Fig. 4, Fig. 3) the mutual time delay (shifted inner code) is also 

applied.

[0084] In Fig. 3, thirty-one (31) systems (transceivers) are located at the origin, 

each operating with different but changing (after 32 accumulations) outer codes 

(H(32,2)...H(32,32)). Decoding is done with H(32,1). It is noted that there is no 

mutual delay in inner codes, meaning that average cancellation does not work 

optimally.

[0085] In Fig. 4, thirty-one (31) systems (transceivers) are located at the origin, 

each operating with different but changing (after 32 accumulations) outer codes 

(H(32,2)...H(32,32)). Decoding is done with H(32,1). There is a mutual delay in 

inner codes (5 range bins), leading to average cancellation being kept even with 

same location of all transmitters.

Conclusion
[0086] The loss of cancellation (degenerated orthogonality) implied by moving 

targets in outer coding of the PMCW system has been investigated by the 
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inventors. It is quantified that in the severe scenarios of long outer codes and fast 

moving targets the cancellation is seriously corrupted (c.f. Table 1. Cancellation for 

L=1000 code length, chip duration c(L) =0.5 ns and most critical combination of 

Walsh-Hadamard outer codes with the specified outer code length). However, the 

number of critical outer codes from the perspective of a fixed outer code is very 

low. Therefore, the average cancellation is much better, c.f. Table 2: Average 

cancellation for L=1000 code length, chip duration c(L)=0.5 ns. Average taken 

over all available Walsh-Hadamard codes of the respective length. The inventors 

have established that that leaving out particular outer codes will not solve the 

cancellation issue since the critical outer codes are different for different outer 

codes applied in decoding. Furthermore the technique to achieve the average 

cancellation in Table 2: Average cancellation forL=1000 code length, chip duration 

c(L)=0.5 ns. Average taken over all available Walsh-Hadamard codes of the 

respective length devised by the inventors has been set out. In embodiments, this 

technique consists of a mutual switch of the applied outer codes and, in an 

embodiment, a mutual delay of the transmitted inner code (in order to mimic a 

distance for transmitters at the same location). The results confirm that this 

method is effective, e.g. in the inventor's simulation framework.
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ANSPRÜCHE

1. Verfahren zum Erfassen eines sich bewegenden Ziels unter Verwendung 

von mehreren Sendeempfängern, wobei jeder Sendeempfänger dafür 

ausgelegt ist, PMCW-Sendesignale (PMCW = phase-modulated 

continuous wave, phasenmodulierter Dauerstrich) über eine jeweilige 

Antenne zu übertragen und Reflexionssignale, die der Reflexion von dem 

Ziel folgen, über eine Antenne zu empfangen, wobei die PMCW- 

Sendesignale zyklisch sind, wodurch, während eines jeden äußeren 

Codezyklus, ein Sendesignal von jedem Sendeempfänger mit einem 

jeweiligen inneren Code übertragen wird, wobei das Verfahren umfasst:

für jeden Sendeempfänger,

für jeden äußeren Codezyklus, einschließlich eines aktuellen äußeren 

Codezyklus,

Übertragen von ersten Sendesignalen, die einen ersten äußeren Code und 

einen ersten inneren Code verkörpern, und Empfangen von 

entsprechenden ersten Reflexionssignalen; und

Schalten von dem ersten äußeren Code auf einen zweiten äußeren Code; 

während eines zweiten äußeren Codezyklus, folgend auf den aktuellen 

äußeren Codezyklus,

Übertragen von zweiten Sendesignalen, die den zweiten äußeren Code und 

einen zweiten inneren Code verkörpern, und Empfangen von 

entsprechenden zweiten Reflexionssignalen;

Empfangen der Reflexionssignale für alle Sendeempfänger, einschließlich 

der ersten Reflexionssignale und der zweiten Reflexionssignale;

Verarbeiten der empfangenen Reflexionssignale zum Bestimmen des 

Vorliegens, der Entfernung und/oder der Abmessungen eines Ziels 

innerhalb eines Gesichtsfelds der Antennen.
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2. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, wobei für einen ersten Sendeempfänger und 

einen zweiten Sendeempfänger, die in Einheiten einer vorbestimmten 

Entfernungsauflösung für das Verfahren miteinander oder quasi 

miteinander angeordnet sind, ein phasenverschobener innerer Code, der 

während des Betriebs des zweiten Sendeempfängers verwendet wird, in 

Bezug auf einen nicht phasenverschobenen inneren Code, der während 

des Betriebs des ersten Sendeempfängers verwendet wird, gegenseitig 

verschoben wird.

3. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 2, wobei die Erzeugung des 

phasenverschobenen inneren Codes durch eine systematische 

gegenseitige Zeitverzögerung der übertragenen inneren Codes für 

Sendeempfänger, die sich quasi an derselben Stelle befinden, 

implementiert wird.

4. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3, wobei der phasenverschobene 

innere Code gegeben ist durch Ck(l) = IC(mod(l + k,L)), wobei IC der nicht 

phasenverschobene innere Code und L die Länge des inneren Codes IC 

ist.

5. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 1 bis 4, wobei die mehreren Sendeempfänger 

M Sender TXi, TXm aufweisen und die äußeren Codes 0Ci, 0CM 

jeweils die Länge M aufweisen.

6. Verfahren gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das

Schalten, für jeden Sendeempfänger, von dem ersten äußeren Code zu 

einem zweiten äußeren Code das Schalten des äußeren Codes, der von 

dem einzelnen Sendeempfänger TXj,j = in einer solchen Weise

übertragen wird, dass keine zwei Sendeempfänger mit demselben äußeren 

Code in einem äußeren Codezyklus arbeiten, umfasst.

7. Verfahren gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das 

Schalten, für jeden Sendeempfänger, von dem ersten äußeren Code zu 

einem zweiten äußeren Code das Schalten des äußeren Codes gemäß 

einem vorbestimmten Protokoll umfasst.
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8. Verfahren gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das 

Schalten, für jeden Sendeempfänger, von dem ersten äußeren Code zu 

einem zweiten äußeren Code das zufällige Schalten der äußeren Codes 

umfasst.

9. Verfahren gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der erste 

innere Code und der zweite innere Code identisch sind.

10. Verfahren gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der erste 

innere Code und der zweite innere Code verschieden sind.

11. Verfahren gemäß Anspruch 9, wobei die inneren Codes für alle 

Sendeempfänger verschieden sind.

12. Verfahren gemäß einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die 

PMCW-Sendesignale, die von den mehreren Sendeempfängern übertragen 

werden, multiplexiert werden.

13. Erkennungssystem zum Erfassen eines sich bewegenden Ziels, wobei das 

System aufweist:

mehrere Sendeempfänger, wobei jeder Sendeempfänger dafür ausgelegt 

ist, PMCW-Sendesignale über eine jeweilige Antenne zu übertragen und 

Reflexionssignale, die der Reflexion von dem Ziel folgen, über die Antenne 

zu empfangen, wobei die PMCW-Sendesignale zyklisch sind, wodurch, 

während eines jeden äußeren Codezyklus, ein Sendesignal von jedem 

Sendeempfänger mit einem jeweiligen inneren Code übertragen wird, und

eine Verarbeitungsschaltung, wobei die Verarbeitungsschaltung an jeden 

der Sendeempfänger gekoppelt und dafür ausgelegt ist, das Verfahren 

nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche auszuführen.

14. Fahrzeug, aufweisend ein Erkennungssystem gemäß Anspruch 13.
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Abstract

A method of sensing a moving target using a plurality of transceivers, each 

transceiver being configured to transmit PMCW transmit signals via a respective 

antenna and to receive via the antenna reflection signals following reflection from the 

target. The PMCW transmit signals are cyclic whereby, during each outer code cycle, 

a transmit signal is transmitted by each transceiver with a respective inner code. The 

method comprises, for each transceiver, for each outer code cycle including a current 

outer code cycle, transmitting first transmit signals embodying a first outer code and a 

first inner code and receiving corresponding first reflection signals, switching from the 

first outer code to a second outer code and during a second outer code cycle, 

subsequent to the current outer code cycle, transmitting second transmit signals 

embodying the second outer code and a second inner code and receiving 

corresponding second reflection signals The method further comprises receiving the 

reflection signals for all transceivers including the first reflection signals and the 

second reflection signals. The received reflection signals are processed to determine 

the presence, range and/or dimensions of a target within a field of view of the 

antennas. The outer codes may be switched randomly or according to a 

predetermined protocol. The method according to claim 1, wherein for a first 

transceiver and a second transceiver that are co-located or quasi co-located in units 

of a predetermined range resolution for the method, a shifted inner code used during 

operation of the second transceiver is mutually shifted with respect to an unshifted 

inner code used during operation of the first transceiver. A corresponding target 

detection system and a vehicle are also disclosed.

(Fig. 6)
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Novelty res. Claims 
No: Claims

1 14

inventive step Yes Claims
No: Claims 1-14

ihduçtrial applicability Yes. Claims
Nd: Claims

1 14

2. Gitatiens and explanations

see separate sheet
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Box Nc. Vii Certain defects in the application

The following defects in the form or contents of the application have been noted ■

see separate sheet

Box No. VIII Certain observations on the application

see separate sheet
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Re Item VIII

Certain observations

1 The application is not clear:

1.1 It is apparent from the whole description, e.g. par.0001 on page 1, that the 
feature of RADAR is essential to the definition of the invention. Since claims 1 
and 13 do not contain this feature these claims do not meet the requirement 
of clarity that any independent claim must contain all the technical features 
essential to the definition of the invention.

1.2 The expression "each outer code cycle” used in claim 1 (in 16 at p.18) and 
claim 13 (in 128 at p.19). has no antecedent.

1 3 The difference between inner code and outer code is not clear in claims 1 and 
13 (although descr. par.30 on p.6 provides an explanation). In this respect it is 
noted that the meaning of the terms oi a claim should be dear from the 
wording of the claims alone, which is not fulfilled by the claims.

1.4 The following expression, used in daim 1, is not dear:

"for each transceiver,

for each outer code cycle including a current outer code cycle,

- transmitting first transmit signals embodying a first outer code and 
a first inner code and receiving corresponding first reflection 
signals; and

- switching from the first outer code to a second outer code;

~ during a second outer code cycle, subsequent to the current 
outer code cycle, transmitting second transmit signals embodying 
the second outer code and a second inner code and receiving 
corresponding second reflection signals;"

because it confuses the meaning of "outer code cycle" (e.g. it may provide the 
impression that the first outer code and the second outer code, including the 
switching, are in each outer code cycle).

Furthermore, it is not clear in which sense the outer codes for each 
transceiver are being switched (although descr. par,51 on p.11 to par.0059 on 
p,13 provide an explanation),

1.5 The dependency of claim 4 (relating to shifted and unshifted inner code) on 
claim 1 is not clear, and the terms "I" and "k" are undefined.
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Reasoned statement with regard to novelty end inventive step

2 Deference is made to the following documents:

DI = XP032941133

D2 = XP032908898

3 The application does not meet the criteria of patentability, because the 
subject-matter of claim 1 does not involve an inventive step.

D1 is regarded as being the prior art closest to the subject-matter of daim 1, 
and discloses (the references between parentheses applying to this 
document; missing features being striked through) a method of sensing a 
moving target using a plurality of transceivers (title of DI mentions ΜΙΜΟ 
radar), each transceiver being configured to transmit PMGW transmit signals 
via a respective antenna and to receive via an antenna reflection signals 
following reflection from the target (again, title of D1 ; and Fig.2), the PMGW 
transmit signals being cyclic (1.9 in right-hand col. on p.1) whereby, during 
each outer code cycle, a transmit signal is transmitted by each transceiver 
with a respective inner code (last passage in the left-hand col. on p.1 ), the 
method comprising:

for each transceiver,

for each outer code cycle including a current outer code cycle, 

transmitting first transmit signals embodying a first outer code and 
a first inner code and receiving corresponding first reflection 
signals (right-hand col. on p.1; left-hand col. on p.2; and Figs.1 and 
2); a-r^-switehingfrom-the-fifst-oeteF-e-ode-to-a-seeaedoutef-OGde·;· 

seeend-eaiesaede-aad-a-ses&Rd4Rees<^de-Gad-Feeehriag 
eew^speRding-aeeoad-TefecUer^signats;

receiving the reflection signals for all transceivers including the first reflection 
signals and-the-secead-wfteetle#^^

processing the received reflection signals to determine the presence, range 
and/or dimensions of a target within a field of view of the antennas 
(penultimate passage in the right-hand col. on p,2).
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The subject-matter of claim 1 therefore differs from this known method in the 
foilowing additional features:

for each transceiver (after the step of transmitting first transmit signals), 

switching from the first outer code to a second outer code;

during a second outer code cycle, subsequent to the current outer code 
cycle, transmitting second transmit signals embodying the second outer 
code and a second inner code and receiving corresponding second 
reflection signals.

The problem to be solved by the present invention may be formulated as the 
provision of a robust method to achieve better separation between the 
transmitters (Le. providing lower cross-correlation between respective ΜΙΜΟ 
channels).

The solution proposed in claim 1 of the present application cannot be 
considered as involving an inventive step for the following reasons:

01, at the passage bridging the left- and right-hand columns on p.2, already 
proposes to reduce imperfections in the signal coding, according to Walsh-· 
Hadamard outer codes, by increasing the length of the resulting sequences. 
This has some disadvantages, such as decrease of the PRF and 
consequently also of vmax. The person skilled In the art would look for a more 
robust solution. Because the skilled person is familiar with Walsh-Hadamard 
codes, it would be an entirely self-evident approach for the skilled person to 
switch the outer codes from a first outer code to a second outer code, so that 
after each outer coding cycle the outer code that is transmitted by each 
transceiver is changed.

Consequently, the skilled person would arrive at the subject-matter of claim 1 
without involving an inventive step.

4 The remaining claims do not appear to contain any additional features which, 
in combination with toe features of any claim to which these claims refer, 
meet the requirement of inventive step, the reasons being as follows:
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Claims 2-4; in order to better suppress ghost targets appearing in the range- 
Doppler plane, it is entirely obvious for the skilled person to implement, for 
transceivers that are quasi at the same location, a systematic mutual time 
delay of the transmitted inner codes.

Claim 5: the features of this claim are anticipated by the sentence below 
equation 1 in the right-hand col. on p.l and equation 4 in the left-hand col. on 
p.2 of DI.

Claims 6-8; the solutions presented in these claims for switching the outer 
codes relate to obvious choices for the skilled person.

Claims 9-11 ; the solutions presented in these claims for the inner and outer 
codes relate to obvious choices for the skilled person.

Claim 12; (time-)multiplexing of PMCW transmit signal is a matter of usual 
design relating to simplifying system operation ie g, in case of having many 
transceivers).

Claim 13: D1 discloses the method of claim 1 and a corresponding detection 
system (see Fig.2 of D1).

Claim 14: ΜΙΜΟ radar on vehicles is commonly known.

5 it is noted as a precaution that the above objections can equally be raised in 
view of D2, as indicated in the search report.

Re ifem VII

Certain defects

6 Claim 1 is not in the two-part form with those features known in combination 
from the poor art being placed in th© preamble and the remaining features 
being included in the characterising part.

7 The features of claims 13 and 14 are not provided with reference signs placed 
in parentheses.

8 in pars.0074-0079 on descr.p. 15 reference is made to Figs.7-13 and Fig. 1, 
and in par.0081-0085 on descr.p. 16 reference is made to Figs. 1-4, which 
however does not appear to be correct. On the other hand, the description 
does not describe Figs. 11-17.
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